
Point System for Total War League

1 point For squad that shows up for a scheduled match
1 point For squad with the highest point total score per round (max of 2 points per match)
1 point For the squad that wins the match (highest total points - both rounds added together)
4 points For the squad that shows up for a schedule match if the other squad is a no show or forfeit.  No other points for that match are considered.

Point Examples:

Squad A shows up but does not win either round = 1 point
Squad B shows up, wins both rounds and total high score = 4 points

Squad A shows up, has the highest score for one round but ends up with the lowest total points for the match = 2 points
Squad B shows up, has the highest score for one round and ends up with the highest total points for the match = 3 points

Squad A does not show up for the match (match is forfeited to Squad B) = 0 points
Squad B shows up and receives a match win by forfeit for a total match score = 4 points

Note:  The highest points that the winning squad can collect per match is 4 points.  If the other squad does not show for the match, the 
team that does show up for the match will receive a total of 4 points.

Each match will consist on two rounds.  In the second round the squads will switch colors/sides.  Squad teams will not need to have equal number of pilots.  The 
maximum number of pilots will be 8 pilots per team (server performance limited).  The total points for each pilot in each squad will be totaled and the squad with 
the highest total points for that round will win that round.  After both rounds have been completed, the squad with the highest total points (both rounds added 
together) will be the match winner.  If squad teams are uneven, there will be no penalties for either team.

At the end of each round a screen shot will be taken by each squad team and submitted to paceduke@hotmail.com.  TWL will review all screen shots to 
determine each round winner and total both round scores to determine the match winner.  TWL will post results of each match on the TWL website.  If no screen 
shots are submitted that round will count as 0 points for both squads.  The screen shots with the highest scores are final.


